Complications of triple pregnancy following intracytoplasmic sperm injection: a case report
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A case is presented of pregnancy and delivery of triplets following intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) therapy. Although the outcome was satisfactory, with the birth of normal children free from any malformation, most of the obstetric and particularly the neonatal complications that can be associated with this therapy are illustrated in this case. In addition, from point of view of medical costs, concerns are raised about the current policy of multiple embryo transfer which is directly responsible for the high rate of multiple gestations observed in the IVF/ICSI programme. The authors consequently recommend a policy of transferring not more than two embryos per treatment cycle. Twin Research (2000) 3, 76–79.
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Introduction

The current decade has witnessed major developments in assisted reproduction technology. This has included particularly the advent of intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) in which all the natural barriers to sperm–egg contact in the fertilisation process are bypassed, thus making it possible for couples with severe male factor infertility to realise their dream of biological parenthood. Although legitimate worries have been raised concerning the subsequent physical and mental well-being of children resulting from this therapy, evidence from current literature tends to dispel these concerns as studies have so far failed to indicate any particular risks compared with children conceived by natural conception. Nevertheless, assisted reproductive techniques are not free from undesirable effects, some of which may severely jeopardise the lives of both the mother and offspring. In addition, from the point of view of medical costs, there are legitimate concerns about the increasing rate of multiple gestations which is a direct consequence of multiple embryo transfer. We report on a case illustrating the economic impact of the medical complications of multiply gestation following ICSI therapy.

Case history

A 29-year-old woman presented for inability to conceive despite cohabitation with her husband and adequate sexual exposure for a period of 5 years. On investigation she had signs of polycystic ovarian syndrome. Semen analysis of the husband revealed a sperm count of 0.5 million per ml of semen, 5% motility, and 4% normal morphology (Kruger's strict criteria). On the basis of these very poor sperm parameters, intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) was considered the treatment of choice.

Ovarian hyperstimulation was carried out with purified FSH (Fertinorme HP, Serono GmbH, Überschleißheim, Germany) at a daily dose of 150 IU for 12 consecutive days, after prior down-regulation with GnRH analogue (Zoladex-Gyn-Depot, Zeneca, Plankstadt, Germany). Ovulation was later induced by 5000 IU of HCG (Choragon, Ferring, Kiel, Germany) when the leading follicles were at least 18 mm and oestradiol (E2) levels of 200 pg/ml per follicle or more. After 36 hours 10 mature oocytes were retrieved under ultrasound control by transvaginal aspiration. ICSI was performed as previously described by Hammadeh et al. Eight out of the 10 oocytes injected showed signs of fertilisation 18 hours after injection. Three of the eight fertilised oocytes were randomly selected and cultured for further 24 hours, while the remaining five were cryopreserved in the pronucleus stage. Three embryos, all at 4-cell stage, were then transferred into the uterine cavity. Luteal phase support post-embryo transfer was carried out by daily administration of progesterone vaginal capsules. This was maintained until 12 weeks of gestation. Meanwhile, by the 10th day after embryo transfer, the patient...
developed severe ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome, characterised by massive ascitis and pleural effusion which severely impaired lung function occasionally. The management was conservative with hospitalisation and supportive therapy, including i.v. hydration, infusion of albumin and electrolytes. During hospitalisation, paracentesis was carried out three times for severe dyspnoe. In all, a total of 12.5 litres of fluid was tapped from the patient’s abdomen in order to ameliorate her respiration. At the 24th week of gestation cervical incompetence was diagnosed, for which late cerclage was carried out (Shirodker technique). In addition, throughout the pregnancy she suffered from repeated episodes of threatened abortion, characterised by vaginal bleeding, occasionally accompanied by uterine contractions. The pregnancy was successfully managed to a term of 32 weeks, after which she suffered another episode of preterm labour which did not improve with therapy. The membranes, however, remained intact. Dexamethasone was administered in an attempt to accelerate foetal lung maturation. After 5 days of unsuccessful attempts to arrest labour, delivery was finally conducted through an elective Caesarian section (birth weights: 1910, 1190, 1590 grams; Apgar scores at the 1st, 5th, and 10th minutes and arterial blood pH were respectively 6/9/9, 7/8/8, 6/8/8 and 7.32, 7.30, 7.19). The three babies all suffered from anaemia (haemoglobin levels ranging between 10.5 and 11.7 g/mL) with accompanying cyanosis. This was corrected by pack cell transfusion and phototherapy. They also all suffered from severe respiratory distress syndrome requiring several days of intubation and intensive care. Two of the three developed staphylococcal sepsis in the course of hospitalisation, while one of them had hernia and hydrocele which were surgically repaired by the end of the second month of life. After a total of 60 days of hospitalisation, including 7 days of nursing in the intensive care unit, they were discharged in good health. No major or minor malformation was detected.

The total direct medical costs of the follow up of this pregnancy to delivery, including the 60-day hospitalisation of the infants, the costs of hospitalisation and treatment of immediate complications, was evaluated at US$150,000, being more than 50 times that of a normal singleton pregnancy in the same hospital!

Discussion

In most of the centres offering IVF/ICSI therapy the entire cost of treatment is the responsibility of the patients themselves. Even in the few countries where legislation on insurance cover for the treatment of infertility exists, there are usually restrictions about what procedures are covered. Such restrictions are usually applied to expensive procedures such as ICSI therapy. Consequently both the cost of evaluation and the treatment are passed directly to the individual couples, thus obliging both the physician and the patient to make infertility treatment decisions based on economic considerations rather than strictly the medical situation. This has recently become an issue of great concern, considering the high cost associated with the increasing rates of multiple gestation pregnancies which directly result from assisted reproduction procedures.7-9

The numerous complications associated with multiple gestations are well known.10-12 They consist mainly of premature delivery, low birth weights and numerous other related complications. Infant mortality associated with high-order multiple gestations has been reported to be 15 times that of singletons.8 This results almost entirely from prematurity. With an estimated annual cost of hospital services for multiple births arising from IVF treatment alone evaluated at £4.3 million in Britain,13 the cost of neonatal care of prematurely born infants may represent the largest single component of expenditure on multiple births.14 In one study the mean obstetric and neonatal charges for a singleton and twin deliveries were evaluated to be US$9329 and 20318, respectively, whereas those of triplets was as high as US$153 335 dollars in the same institution.15 In other studies the charges for triplet deliveries have been evaluated at between US$109 76511 and 340 000,16 compared with US$98 485 and 37 947 for singleton and twin deliveries, respectively.11 It has also been estimated that if all the multiple gestations resulting from assisted reproduction techniques were singleton pregnancies, the predictive savings to the health care delivery system of a single hospital would account to US$3 million per year.11 This has consequently led to much concern about the economic impact of multiple pregnancies on health care resources,17 thus underscoring the need to design cost-effective interventions aimed at reducing the rate of multiple gestations.11,12

The rationale hitherto for multiple embryo transfer in assisted reproduction procedures has been that the probability of achieving a pregnancy after the transfer of a single embryo is low. But this policy may not necessarily increase the pregnancy rate in ART programmes. Some studies have indicated that pregnancy and birth rates are not diminished by transferring two18 or even a single embryo.19,20 Although the embryo selection prior to transfer is considered unethical and unlawful in some countries, some authors have advocated this policy in order to preserve singleton pregnancies and to
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improve the pregnancy outcome.21,22 If good pregnancy rates have been achieved with the transfer of single unselected embryos,19,20 then better results could be obtained if a single or two selected embryos are transferred in order to maintain good pregnancy rates while reducing the rate of multiple gestations to the minimum. Furthermore, although disputable,23 it has been suggested that pregnancy rates could further be optimised by carrying out embryo transfer at the blastocyst stage which, from the physiological point of view, appears to be the most optimal stage of embryo transfer.24,25 In order to check the increasing rate of multiple gestations and its associated complications, a policy of reducing multiple gestations would be imperative.26

The cost analysis evaluated for the management of this case included only the direct medical expenditure of hospitalisation, costs of immediate complications, including hospitalisation for OHSS, drugs, physicians fees, laboratory tests, and radiological procedures for the mother as well as the costs incurred by the infants. The total cost of US$150,000 is not within the reach of the public. Yet it did not include non-medical costs, indirect morbidity and mortality costs, and intangible costs27 which are also considered an integral part of the cost-effectiveness analysis for medical care.28,29 It is generally accepted that the major factor in the health care costs associated with IVF/ICSI therapy is the cost of caring for infants born prematurely as a result of multiple gestation.14 Therefore, reducing multiple gestations is of utmost importance in efforts to improve the cost-effectiveness in IVF/ICSI programmes.

Legislation in some countries permits the transfer of as many as six embryos. Under German legislation, in its embryo protection act (1990), not more than three embryos may be transferred at one time. Even so, the experience of the authors is that the transfer of three embryos exposes both the woman and the expected children to very serious complications, in addition to being very unfavourable for the economics of the health care system at large. Apart from the well documented high rate of maternal and neonatal morbidity and mortality resulting from high-order multiple gestations,9,10,30 the costs resulting from the care of these infants are very high. Therefore, the reduction of high-order multiple gestations in favour of duplex gestations or singleton pregnancies would not only be most desirable but also most recommendable.
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